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Abstract. We give a geometrie definition of a homology theory whieh agrees with periodie
elliptie homology of Landweber-Ravenel-Stong after inverting the prime 2. We give a similar
geometrie description of real K-homology theory.

§l. INTRODUCTION

The (universal) elliptic genus [LI] is a ring homomorphism

so 1
4>: rl", -+ M", = Z[ 2][<5, e)

from the oriented bordism ring to the graded polynomial ring M", with <5 = <p(CP2) and
f = 4>(HP2), where CP2 (resp. HP2) is the complex (resp. quaternionic) projective plane
(an introduction and background information on elliptic genera can be found in [Hir),
[LI], [02], [Se), [W]). The elliptic genus provides a connection between bordism theory,
modular forms and quantum field theory, since M", can be identified with a ring of modular
fonns and, following Witten [W), the elliptic genus 4>(M) of a spin manifold M can be
interpreted as the Sl--equivariant index of an operator on the loop space on M. In fact,
Witten used this interpretation to provide a heuristic proof for the rigidity of the elliptic
genus. A rigorous proof along those lines was given by Taubes [T) (see also [BTJ). The
rigidity is equivalent to the multiplicativity of 4> for certain fibre bundles E -+ B [03];
namely, if E, B are cIosed oriented manifolds, the fibre F is a spin manifold and the
structure group of the bundle is compact and connected then 4>(E) = <p(F) 4>(B).

The universal elliptic genus makes M", and hence M",[w- l ] for any wEM", a left module
over n~o (recall that M",[w- l ] = lim M"" where the eonneeting maps in the sequenee are

~

given by multiplication by w). Landweber, Ravenel and Stong [LRS], [LI] showed that
the funetor

(1.1 )

is a homology theory if w = f or w = <52 - e (or any element having f or <52 - e as faetor, like
the discriminant 6. = f( <52

- f?). This 8-periodie homology theory is called (odd primary)
periodic elliptic homology.

In this situation one has the following obvious problems [L2]:
a) Give a geometrie deseription of elliptic (co)homology.
b) Define elliptie (eo)homology at the prime 2.

2partially supported by NSF Grant DHS-88002481, the Max-Planck-Institut in Bonn and the SFB in
Göttingen.



Reeently Ochanine [04] investigated an integral elliptie genus ß defined for bordism
classes of spin manifolds. This suggests that the eoefficients of integral elliptic homology
should be isomorphie to the image of ß with an appropriate element inverted.

The main result of this paper is a geometrie definition of an (integral) homology theory
whieh agrees with the Landweber-Ravenel-Stong theory after inverting the prime 2. As a
by-produet we obtain a new geometrie deseription of KO.-homology. The idea for these
geometrie eonstructions is to use fibre bundles with fibre the quaternionie projective plane
HP2. This was motivated by the seeond author's proof of the Gromov-Lawson conjeeture
concerning the existence of positive scalar curvature metries on simply conneeted spin
manifolds of dimension ~ 5 [St1].

We reeall that for small n the spin bordism group n~pin is as follows (cf. [Mi]): n~pin ~

1/2 is generated by SI (with the non-trivial spin structure), the square of SI is a generator
of o.fpin ::: 1/2 and the Kummer surface K (a 4-manifold with signature 16) is a generator
of nfpin f'J Z. The group o.:pin ::: 1ffi1 is generated by Hp2 aod a manifold B (for 'Bott'),
eharacterized by A(B) = 1, sign(B) = O. The other groups n~pin are zero for n ::; 8.

For aspace X let n~pin(x) be the bordism group of n-dimensional closed spin manifolds
together with maps to the spaee X. Let Tn(X) be the subgroup of the n~pin(x) eonsisting
of bordism classes [E, jp], where p: E ---+ B is an Hp2-bundle over a closed spin manifold
B of dimension n - 8 and j is a map from B to X. Here an Hp2-bundle is a fibre bundle
with fibre Hp2 and structure group the projective symplectic group PSp(3) (which is the
isometry group of Hp2 with its standard metric). Let Tn(X) be the subgroup consisting
of all bordism classes [E, jp] as above with the additional assumption that [B, /] is the
trivial element of n~~i:(X). Let elln(X) be the quotient of n~pin(x) modulo Tn(X).

Cartesian product of manifolds induces a multiplication

(1.2)

and a natural transformation

(1.3)

which is compatible with the multiplieations on both sides. Here ell. = ell.(pt) where pt
is-a point.

THEOREM A.

(1) ell.(X) 0 1(2) is a multiplicative homology theory.
(2) The natural transformation (1.3) is an isomorpbism after inverting 2.
(3) ell. f'J 1[s, k, h, b]/(2s, S3, S k, k2 - 22 (b + 26 h)), where s, k, b, h are the images of

[SI], [K], [B], [Hp2], respectively, under tbe projection map n;pin ----+ ell•.

\Ve remark that the relations in ell. are consequenees of eorresponding relations in n;pin.
Combinig Theorem A with the Landweber-Ravenel-Stong result that (1.1) is a homology
theory we obtain our main theorem. For an element v E ellk define
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where the limit is taken over the sequence of homomorphisms given by multiplication by
v. In the special case v = h (i.e. if v is represented by HP2) one has the following nice
description of EI~{X):

EI~(X) = E9 n~~i;k{X)/ rv,
kEZ

where the equivalence relation rv is generated by identifying [M, f] E n;pin(X) with
[E, f p] E n;~~n{X) for an Hp2-bundle p: E -t M (Le. total spaces of Hp2-bundles are
identified with their base).

THEOREM B. For v = h or v = b the functor EI~{X) is a multiplicative homology theory
which agrees with tbe Landweber-Ravenel-Stong theory n~O(X) C9n~o M ... [tj>(V)-l] after
inverting 2.

Here, abusing notation, we denote by 4> the homomorphism 4>: eIL ... = n~pin /T... (pt) -t M ...
induced by the elliptic genus (note that T... (pt) is in the kernel of the elliptic genus due
to its multiplicative properties for Hp2-bundles). We note that 4>(k) = tj>(K) = 24 8,
tj>{h) = tj>{HP2) = f and tj>(b) = 4>{B) = 26 {02 - f). Hence by part (3) of theorem A the
elliptic genus induces an isomorphism ell ... [~] rv M •.

For the proof of Theorem B it suffices to show that EI~{X) C9 Z(2) is a homology theory
and that EI~{X)[!] is canonically isomorphie to the Landweber-Ravenel-Stong theory.
The former is a eorollary of part (I) of theorem A (the direet limit of exact sequences is
exact and hence ell... {X)[v- 1

] ® Z(2) is again a homology theory). The latter follows from
the natural isomorphisms

(1.4)

by inverting v resp. 4>{v). The first isomorphism comes from part (2) of theorem A, the
second isomorphism is the tensor product of the isomorphism n~pin (X) [!] rv n~O (X) [~ ]
and the isomorphism eIl ... [!] rv M ... induced by 4>.
REMARKS:

(i) In §7 we show that the natural transformation (1.3) does not induce an isomorphism
if we invert h E ells on both sides. In particular, n;pin(X) ~nSpin ell ... [h- 1 ] is not a

homology theory. However, Hovey has shown recently that n:;pin{X)C8'nsPin eIl ... [b- 1]
•

is isomorphie to our functor EI~{X) and thus a homology theory [Ho], indicating
a delicate difference between EIZ(X) and El~(X).

(ii) The isomorphism (1.4) implies that eil ... (X) [~] is not a homology theory since the
functor n~O(X) ~n~o M ... does not satisfy the conditions of the exact functor the
orem which by [Ru] are also necessary conditions for such a tensor product to be a
homology theory. In particular, ell...{X) is not the connective homology theory cor
responding to the periodic homology theory EI ... {X). Dur notation EI.(X) (instead
of Ell ...(X)) hopefully avoids that possible confusion.

(iii) We show in (5.2) that the 2-local spectrum el corresponding to the homology the
ory ell.{X) ~ Z(2) is homotopy equivalent to VIjSk ko where ko is the cormected
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KO-theory speetrum. However, the ring speetrum strueture on el eorreponding to
the multiplication (1.2) does not eorrespond to the multiplieation on V"'E Sk ko in
duced by the multiplication on ko. Otherwise the inclusion of the bottom ko would
give a ring spectrum map bo -+ el which is impossible: the arguments in [St2, §7]
showing that there is no ring spectrum map ko ~ MSpin apply since MSpin -+ el
is a 10-equivalence.

(iv) By Spanier-Whitehead duality there are corresponding multiplicative cohomoZogy
theones EZ;(X). It is a very interesting. open problem to give a geometrie COll

struetion of El:(X). G. Segal has proposed a construction related to topological
quantum field theory which might lead to such a geometrie definition [Se].

(v) By construction of elliptic ho:mology vector bundles with spin structure are ori
entable with respect to EZZ(X) and ell.(X) (9 1(2)'

Next we consider the functor X 1-+ koon(X) = n~pin(X)/Tn(X), It is shown in [St2]
that koo",(X) ® 1(2) f"oJ ko",(X) C9 1(2)' where ko",(X) is the connective real K-theory of X.
In this paper we complete the computation of this functor by analyzing it at odd primes
(the easier part) showing that koo",(X)[kl ~ n~pin(X)C9n~p,n ko",(pt)[k]. This leads to the
following geometrie description of periodic real K -theory:

THEOREM C. Tbere is a natural multiplicative isomorpbism between koo.(X)[b- 1
] and

KO",(X).

We note that Hopkins and Hovey proved reeently that the natural transformation
n~pin(X)0 0 S pin KO",(pt) -4 KO",(X) is an isomorphism [HH] .

•
REMARK: One ean modify our funetors describing EZ and KO by replacing the category
of spin manifolds by a different category and Hp2 by a closed manifold F in that category
(with the action of a suitable Lie group G on it). In general our eonstruction does not give
a homology theory, but we expect this to hold in the foHowing cases:

(1) non--oriented manifolds and F the real projective plane
(2) oriented manifolds and F the complex projective plane
(3) BO<S>-manifolds and F the Cayley plane

Here BO<S> is the 7-connected cover of BO and a BO<S>-manifold is a manifold M
together with a lift M ~ BO<8> of a classifying map of its tangent bundle. We note that
such a lift exists if and only if the loop space of M admits a spin structure (W]. Recently
the first two cases were confirmed by Rainer Jung [J].

The paper is organized as foHows. In §2 we discuss the Atiyah invariant Q, the (uni
versal) elliptie genus and then the Oehanine genus ß, whieh ean be viewed as a eommon
generalization of both. Moreover, we prove multiplicativity of the Ochanine genus for fibre
bundles with compact cannected strueture group and fibre dimension - 0,3 mod 4. In §3
we show that the kernel af ß is T",(pt) and go on to prove parts (2) and (3) of theorem A,
as weH as theorem C. In §4 we show that the kernel of Q' is equal to T.(pt) at add primes.
This section is teehnical and should be skipped in a first reading. The proof of part (1) of
theorem A is outlined in §5 using some facts which are proved in §6, the homotapy theo
retic heart of the paper. In §7 we show that n~pin(X) 0n~Pin ell",[h-1 ] is not a homology
theory.
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§2. THE ELLIPTIC GENUS AND THE ÜCHANINE GENUS

In this section we give discuss the (universal) elliptic genus and the Ochanine genus, a
generalization of the (universal) elliptic genus. Furthermore we show in propositions 2.7
and 2.8 that the Ochanine genus is multiplicative for suitable fibre bundles. The elliptic
genus (resp. the Ochanine genus) can be thought of as an extension of the A-genus (resp.
the Atiyah invariant) and hence we find it useful to discuss the A-genus first.

The A-genus is a ring homomorphism

" so
A: n* ---+ Q.

For a spin manifold M the A-genus A(M) is an integer (namely the index of the Dirac
operator [ASn and restricted to spin bordism A can be factored in the form

(2.1)

where the ring homomorphismph ('Pontrjagin character') maps an element of KOn(pt) =
Ko(sn) to the Chern character of its complexification evaluated on the fundamental class
of sn. To define a recall that for a spin manifold Mn the projection map 7r M : M ---+ pt
induces a Gysin map or Umkehr homomorphism 7r,M: KO(M) ---+ Ko-n(pt) = KOn(pt)
in KO-theory [Bo, Ch. V, §6] which is constructed making use of the KO-theory Thom
isomorphism for spin bundles. Then o:(M) = 7rr (1) where 1 is the multiplicative unit of
j{O(M) (Le. the trivial real line bundle). The multiplicative properties of the Gysin map
imply that 0: is a ring homomorphism.

Now we turn to elliptic genera and the Ochanine genus. A rational genus is a ring
homomorphism

,p: n;o -+ A

from the oriented bordism ring to a commutative Q-algebra with unit. Thom showed that
n~o <0 Q is a polynomial algebra whose generators are the bordism classes of the even
dimensional complex projective spaces cp2n. Hence a genus 4> is determined by the formal
power senes

which is called the logarithm of 4>. Following Ochanine [02] a rational genus 4> is calIed
elliptic if its logarithm is an integral of the form

1% 1
log.J.(x) = dt

.., 0 v'1 - 2bt2 + d 4
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with 8, € E A. It turns out that if </> is the elliptic genus eorresponding to arbitrary elements
€,8 E Athen 8 = tP(CP2) and € = </>(HP2). It follows that an elliptie genus</> is eompletely
detennined by </>(CP2) and </>(HP2). The A-genus is an example of an elliptie genus with

8 = A(CP2) = 1/8 and € = A(Hp2) = O. Clearly, every elliptie genus faetors through the
universal elliptic genus

</>: 0;° ---7 Q[8, f].

whieh sends CP2 (resp. HP2) to 8 (resp. €). It turns out that the image of tP is eontained
in Z[~ ][8, E].

The Ochanine genus is a ring homomorphism ß: O~pin -+ KO.(pt)[q] into the ring of
power series with eoefficients in KO.(pt). It is a generalization of the elliptic genus in the
sense that the following diagram is commutative [04, Thm. 1]:

(2.2)

ß
---+) KO.(pt)[q]

Iph

Q[q]

Here ph is the map KO.(pt) -+ Q from (2.1) extended to powerseries, and i embeds
Z(!] [8, €] as a subring in the power series ring by mapping

(2.3) 8 to - 1/8 - 3 L( L d)qn)
n>o dln

d odd

and € to L( L d3 )qn).
n>o dln

nfd odd

We note that i(8) and i( €) are q--expansions at the eusp CX) of level 2 modular farms of
weight 2 (resp. 4) derived from the Weierstrass p-funetion (compare (Hir, Appendix 1],
[Zn. Moreover, we ean use the embedding i to identify Z[!][8, €] with the level 2 modular

fonus with q-expansion coefficients in Z[~] [L2, §4].
To define the Ochanine genus let E be areal vector bundle over a spaee X. The total

exterior (resp. symmetrie) power operations are defined by

.xt(E) = L Ai(E)ti

i2: 0

resp. St(E) = L Sie E)t i,
i2:0

where Ai(E) resp. Si(E) is the i-th exterior (resp. symmetrie) power of E. We denote by
8 q(E) the following formal power senes in q with coeffieients in KO(X).

(2.4) 8 q(E) = L ei(E)qi = 0 (A_ q2n-l(E) 0 Sq2n(E))
i2: 0 n2: 1

This expression looks rather artifieial hut from the physics point of view it appears natu
ral. Aecording to Witten [W, p.167] the index of the Dirac operator on a spin manifold

Mn twisted hy 8 q(TM), where TM = TM - n is the redueed tangent bundle, ean he
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interpreted as the index of a sort of twisted version of the signature operator on the free
loop space AM. This operator has no finite dimensional analogue, a fact which might be
relevant for the definition of elliptic coholnology.

Bq is exponential in th~ sense that for vector bundles E, F

(2.5)

So Bq may be extended to virtual bundles and be considered as an exponential map

8 q : KO(X) -+ KO(X)[qU.

For an n-dimensional spin manifold M the Ochanine genUj ß(M) [04] is defined as

(2.6) ß(M) = L ßi(M) qi = L 7r!M (8 i(fM)) qi E KOn(pt)[qU.
i2: 0 i2:0

In a more compact notation, we write ß(M) = 7f,M (8 q(TM)). It is easy to see that this
definition agrees with the definition given in [04]. We note that 8°(E) for any vector
bundle E is the trivial realline bundle and hence ßO(M) = 1r!M(l) = a(M). The fact
that Bq is exponential (2.5) plus the naturality of the transfer map implies ß(M x N) =
ß(M)· ß(N).

Recall that the elliptic genus</> is multiplicative for a fibre bundles E --+ B whose fibre is
a spin manifold and whose structure group is compact and connected. It is an open problem
whether the Ochanine genus ß is multiplicative for such fibre bundles. As a consequence
of the rigidity of the elliptic genus, we get the multiplicativity of ß under some conditions.

PROPOSITION 2.7. Let G be a compact, connected Lie group acting spin structure pre
serving on a closed spin manifold F of dimension k. Assume that k == 0,3 fiod 4 or
G = SI. Then for any fibre bundle p: E ---. B over a closed spin manifold B with fihre F
and structure group G we have ß(E) = ß(B) . ß(F).

This proposition is a consequence of a slightly more general result. To state it, first some
notation: let Kä(pt) (resp. KOc(pt)) be the equivariant complex (resp. real) K -theory

-.. -*
of the point and let KG(pt) (resp. KOe(pt) be the cokernel of the map from the noo-
equivariant to the equivariant K -theory.

PROPOSITION 2.8. The conc1usion of proposition 2.7 holds if instead of assuming k _ 0,3

fiod 4 or G = SI we assume that the complexification map Ki5~k(pt) --+ Käk(pt) is
injective.

PROOF OF PROPOSITON 2.7: We recall from [ASe, §8] that

Käk(pt) "-I R(G) el K-k(pt)

KOäk(pt) ~ AG ~ [(O-k(pt) ffi Be ~ [(-A:(pt) ffi Ce ~ KSp-k(pt),

where R(G) is the complex representation ring of G, Ac (resp. Be resp. Ge) are the
parts of the Real representation ring (in the sense of Atiyah-Segal) corresponding to the
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commuting fields R, C, H, respectively, and K Sp is symplectic K -theory. Moreover, these
isomorphisms are such that the complexification map KOc/(pt) ----+ Käk(pt) corresponds
to the obvious maps from KO-k(pt) (resp. K-k(pt) resp. KSp-k(pt) into K-k(pt). By
Bott-periodicity K-k(pt) ~ Z for k even and ](-k(pt) = 0 for k odd and

{

Z for k 0 mod 4

KO-k(pt) ~ K Sp-k+4(pt) ~ Z/2 for k - 1,2 mod 8

o otherwise

Moreover, the complexification map KO-k(pt) -t K-k(pt) and the forgetful homomor
phism K Sp-k(pt) -t K-k(pt) are injective on the torsion free parts. This shows that the

--k ......
complexification map KOG (pt) -+ KÖk(pt) is injective if k 0,3 mod 4 or if all non-
trivial simple Real G-modules have commuting field C, which is the case for G = SI. I

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.8: The following argument follows closely Segal's argument in
his praof that the rigidity of an elliptic genus implies its multiplicativity for fibre bundles
[Se, §3). For the fibre bundle p: E -+ B we have TE ~ p*TB EB Tp, where TF is the
tangent bundle along the fibres. By the functoriality of the transfer 7r!E = 7r!B p, and hence

Now P!0q(TF) is an element of KO-k(B)[q] whose augmentation is 1fr(0q (T F»
ß(F) E KO-k(pt)~qj (compare the bundle p: E -t B to 'JrP: F -+ pt). It suffices to
show that P!8 q(TF ) is in the image of (7T B )"': KO-k(pt)[q] -t KO-k(B)[q] since this

implies p,0 q(Tp) = (7r B )*(ß(F» and hence

To prove that p!0q(Tp) is in the image of (7r B )* it suffices to prove the corresponding
statement for T, the tangent bundle along the fibres of 'Jr: EG x G F -t EG x G pt = BG,
the universal bundle with fibre F and structure group G.

CLAIM 2.9: 'Jr! 0 q(r) is in the image of (7r BG )*: KO-k(pt)[q] -+ KO-k(B)[q).

To prove the claim consider the commutative diagrarn

KOc(F)

11rr
KOak(pt)

KO(EG XG F)

l 1r
!

----i') KO-k(EG XG pt)

where the horizontal maps take a G-vector bundle over a G-space X to the associated
vector bundle over the Borel construction EG x c X. The equivaxiant tangent bundle
TF E !(OG(F) maps to T E KO(EG Xc F) a:nd hence 7rf(0 i (TF» E KOak(pt) maps
ta 71'"!0 i (T). Hence it suffices to show that the equivariant Ochanine gentL~ ßb(F) =
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rr(ei(TF)) E KOäk(pt) is in the image of KO-k(pt) --t KOäk(pt). Dur assumption

concerning the injectivity of KO~k(pt) -+ KCk(pt) means that it is sufficient to prove
the corresponding statement in complex K -theory. For k ocid this is trivially true, for
k even Käk(pt) can be identified with the complex representation ring RG and via the

Atiyah-Singer index theorem 7r(8 i (TF)) E j<äk(pt) = RG is the equivariant index of

the Dirac operator on F twisted by ei(TF).
The Witten-Taubes rigidity theorem [T], [BT] says that this index is the trivial repre-

sentation for G = SI and hence for all compact, connected Lie groups Gj i.e. 7r(8 i (TF)) E

KCk(pt) is in the image of K-k(pt) --t Käk(pt).•

§3. KERNEL AND IMAGE OF THE üCHANINE GENUS

In this section we study kernel and image of the Ochanine genus and prove theorems A
and C of the introductioll, except part (1) of theorem A whose homotopy theoretic proof is
defered to §5 and except the determination of ker 0' at ocid primes (proposition 3.3) which
is given in §4. We begin by an analogous discussion of the ring homomorphism

0': n;pin -+ KO.(pt).

By Bott-periodicity,

(3.1) KO.(pt) = Z[t7,W,JL,p-1]/(2tJ,tJ3 ,tJw,w2
- 22

/-,)

where tJ, w, /-' are elements of degree 1, 4, 8, respectively. In fact, for the generators SI, j{,

Hp2 and B of the low-dimensional spin bordism groups (cf. §1 after theorem A) \ve have

(3.2) O'(S1) = 7J O'(K) = w a(B) = /-' O'(Hp2) = o.
Geometrically O'(M) can be interpreted as the index of a family of operators associated to
M parametrized by sn [Hit, p. 39]. Using this geometrie interpretation Hitchin showed
that a(M) = 0 if M has a Riemannian metric of positive sealar curvature [Hit]. In
particular, a(Hp2) = 0 since the standard metric on Hp2 has positive scalar curvature.
More generally, total spaces of Hp2-bundles have metrics of positive scalar curvature and
hence the subgroup Tn(pt) consisting of bordism classes of such total spaces is in the kernel
of a [Stl].

PROPOSITION 3.3. ker a = Tn(pt)

Localized at 2 this was proved by the second author in his work on the Gromov-Lawson
conjecture [Stl]. The proof at odd primes is easier and is provided in §4 below.

Now we turn to the Ochanine genus

ß: fl;pin -+ j{O.(pt)[q].

Proposition 2.7 shows that the Ochanine genus is multiplicative for Hp2-bundles (bundles
with fibre Hp2 and structure group PSp(3)). We stress that the Witten-Taubes rigidity in
this special case is not a deep fact, since it can be proved by writing down the equivariant
elliptic genus in terms of the fixed point data which are known explicitely.

The multiplicativity for Hp2-bundles implies in particular that the subgroup Tn (pt) of
n~pin (consisting of total spaces of Hp2-bundles Qver a zero bordant base) is contained in
the kernel of ß. The converse holds, too, and it is basically a corollary of proposition 3.3.
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PROPOSITION 3.4.

(1) ker ß = Tn(pt)
(2) im ß ~ Z[ß(SI), ß(K), ß(B), ß(HP2)]/I, wbere I is tbe ideal generated by 2ß(SI),

ß(SI)3, ß(SI) . ß(K) and ß(K)2 - 22 (ß(B) +26 ß(HP2)).

Part (2) is a result of Ochanine [04, Thm. 3] which he proves by studying the modular
properties of ß(M) for a spin manifold M. Below we give a different proof which makes
use of (3.3). We note that proposition 3.4 implies part (3) of theorem A.

PROOF: Recall from the introduction that nfpin ~ Z/2 is generated by SI (with the non
trivial spin structure), n;pin ~ Z is generated by the Kummer surface K, and n;pin ~ Z(f)Z

is generated by Hp2 and a manifold B (for 'Bott'), characterized by A(B) = 1, sign(B) = O.
There are the following obvious relations between these bordism classes:

(3.5)

The first three relations follow from nfpin ~ Z/2 resp. n~pin = 0 for n = 3,5, the last
relation follows from the fact that n~pin ~ Z EB Z is detected by A-genus and signature
and the calculation

sign(K x K) = (sign(K))2 = 28
.

Let S* be the subalgebra of n~pin spanned by [SI], [K], [B], and [HP2].

CLAIM: The restrietion of ß: n;pin ---+ KO*(pt)[q] to S ... is injective.

Ta prove the claim we note that

(3.6)
ß(SI) = 7](1 + )
ß(B) = /l(1 + )

ß(K) = w(1 + )
ß(HP2)= p.(q + ).

The first three equalities follow from ßO(M) = a(M) and the information about Q in (3.2).
The last equality follows from diagrarn (2.2) using the fact that cP(HP2) = f and ph(tL) = 1.
These equalities show that the elements ß(B)q ß(HP2)p resp. ß(K) ß(B)q ß(HP2)p are
linear independent over Z and that the elements ß(SI )rß(B)q ß(HP2)p for r = 1, 2 are
linear independent over Z/2. Hence there are no other relations between the elements
ß(SI), ß(K), ß(B) and ß(HP2) besides the obvious ones coming from the relations (3.5).

CLAIM: n~pin = Sn +Tn(pt)

The proof of this claim is by induction over n. n~pin = Sn for n ::; 9. Now assume
that the claim is true for n < 8k and that [M] E n;:~':. with 0 ::; r < 8. Subtracting if
necessary a multiple of [B]k[SI]r (for r = 0,1,2) or a multiple of [B]k[K] (for r = 4) we
can assume that a(M) = O. Thus by proposition 3.3 M is bordant to the total space of an
Hp2-bundle over some manifold N implying [M] = [N] x [HP2] mod T*(pt). This proves
the claim since [N] and hence [N] X [HP2] are in S. +T*(pt) by the induction assumption.

Those two claims and the multiplicativity of the Ochanine genus for Hp2_bundles now
imply both parts of proposition 3.3. I
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PROOF OF PART (2) OF THEOREM A: First we provide a different description of the
subgroups T...(X) and T.(X) which will also be useful for the proof of theorem C, as weH
as for the proof of part (1) of thm. A in §5.

Given a manifold N and maps f: N ----+ BG = BPSp(3), g: N ----+ X let p: N ---4 N be
the puH back of the fibre bundle

Hp2 ----+ EG x G Hp2 --: BG

via f. A spin structure on N induces a spin structure on il and hence we can define a
homomorphism

(3.7)

by mapping the bordism class of (N, f x g) to the bordism class of (il, 9 p). Note that
Tn(X) is the image of W and Tn(X) is the image of ~, the restrietion of W to

ker (nSpin(BG x X) (p
r
2). I nSpin(X») '" fiSpin(BG /\ X ) ~ nSpin(EB BG /\ X )n-B n-8 - n-8 + - n + .

In other words, there is an exact sequence of (left) modules over n;pin

(3.8)

Replacing X by a point and applying the right exact functor n;pin(X) Q9nSpin - gives
another exact sequence which maps to the first Olle via maps induced by Cart~ian product
of manifolds. Hence we get the following commutative diagram with exact rows (tensor
products are tensor products over n;pin):
(3.9)
n;pin(X) (9 fi;pin(E8 BG) I n;pin(X) Q9 n;pin , n;pin(X) ® eil... , 0

1
n;pin(E8BG /\ x+)

1
eIl.(X) ----tl 0

The middle vertical map is clearly an isomorphism and the vertical map on the left is
an isomorphism after inverting 2 for the following reasons: after inverting 2 the integral
homology of BG is concentrated in even dimensions, hence the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral
sequence converging to n;pin(E8BG) collapses and so fi;pin(EBBG) is a free module Qver
n;pin. This implies that n;pin(X) ® n;pin(EBBG) is a homology theory. Thus the left
vertical map is a natural transformation between homology theories (with 2 inverted). It
is an isomorphism for X = pt and heuce an isomorphism for all X (cf. [CF, thm. 18.1,
thm. 44.1]). Thus the five lemma implies that the vertical map on the right, which is the
natural transformation of part (2) of theorem A, is an isomorphism after inverting 2. I
PROOF OF THEOREM C: For aspace X let ko.(X) be the connected real K -homology
of X. Then kon(pt) = KOn(pt) for n 2: 0 and heuce a cau be considered a ring ho
momorphism a: n;pin -+ KO.(pt) which is surjective by (3.1) and (3.2). Recall from

11



(3.3) that the kernel of a is the subgroup T",(pt). Hence the induced map koo.(pt) =
n~pin /T.(pt) ~ ko.(pt) is an isomorphism. As explained in (St2] there is a natural trans
formation koo.(X) ~ ko.(X) restricting to trus isomorphism for X = pt. Moreover,
this map is an isomorphism when localized at 2 (St2, Thm. A] and is compatible with
inverting b resp. p. in the domain resp. range. Hence we get a natural transformation
koo.(X)[b- l ] -t ko.(X)[/l-I] which is an isomorpmsm localized at 2. The range can be
identified with the periodic theory KO.(X) since there is a natural transformation of ho
mology theories ko.(X)[p.-I] -t KO.(X)[p.-I] = KO.(X) which is an isomorphism for
X = pt and hence for all X.

Hence it suffices to show that koo.(X)[b- l
] ° Z[ ~] is a homology theory. We note

that replacing ell. by koo. and BG by BG+ in diagram (3.9) above and using the same
arguments it follows that the natural transformation n~pin(X) 00Spin koo. ~ koo.(X)
indueed by Cartesian produet of manifolds is an isomorphism after in~erting2. This ilnplies
that koo.(X)[b- l

] (9 Z[ k] is isomorphie to n~pin(X)0 n!pin K O. [k], whieh is a homology
theory (cf. [HH, §7]). I

§4. TOTAL SPACES OF Hp2_BUNDLES AT ODD PRIMES

In trus seetion we prove proposition 3.3, i.e. we show that the kernel of the Atiyah
invariant a: n;pin -t ](O.(pt) is equal to the subgroup T.(pt) eonsisting of bordism classes
represented by total spaees of Hp2-bundles. The only thing left to show is that ker a ~

T.(pt) after inverting 2. We reeall from [5, p. 180] that n;pin(pt)[!] is a polynomial algebra
generated by elements [M4n ] in degree 4n where M4n is any spin manifold with

(
4n) _ {2 a if 2n + 1 is not a prime power

Sn M -
2a p if 2n + 1 is apower of some prime p.

Here sn(M) is the eharaeteristie number < sn(TM), [MJ >E Z, defined by evaluating a
certain eharaeteristie class sn(TM) E H4n(M; Z) of the tangent bundle on the fundamental
dass of M. For areal veetor bundle F, sn(F) (defined e.g. in [M5,§16]) is a polynomial
in the Pontrjagin classes Pi(F). Due to the splitting principle, it ean be characterized by
the following properties:

and

We note that if E is a 3-dimensional quaternionie veetor bundle then its associated
projeetive bundle PE is a bundle with fibre Hp2 and structure group Sp(3). In particular,
it is an Hp2-bundle in the sense of the introduetion.

PROPOSITION 4.2. For eacb n ~ 2 there exists a 3-dimensional quaternionie vector bundle
E over a (4n - 8)-dimensional spin manjfold such that

jf 2n + 1 is not a prime power

i[ 2n + 1 is a power oE some prime p,
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wbere a{n) = 2 jf n = 2i - 1 and a{n) = 1 otherwjse.

This shows that we can choose the generators [M4 n] of the polynomial algebra n;pin[!]
to be in in the ideal T. (pt) for n ~ 2. This implies ker a[4] ~ T. (pt) [~] and proves
proposition 3.3.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.2: For fixed n ~ 2 and 0 ::; r ::; n - 2 let Er be the 3
dimensional quaternionic vector bundle C)'1 x ,2) ffi H over the product Hpr x Hpn-r-2 of
quaternionie projective spaces. Here 11 and 12 are the canonical quaternionie line bundles
over the factors and H is the trivial quaternionic Hne bundle. We choose the orientation
on quaternionie projective space such that < yk, [Hpk] >= 1, where y is the generator of
H 4 {Hpk; Z) whose pull-back to Cp2k+l is the square of the 2-dimensional generator.

LEMMA 4.3. sn{PEr ) = -2ar wherea r = (2(;~1»)-1.

Before we prove the lemma we will apply it to finish the proof of proposition (4.2) by
computing gcd sn{Pr) for 0 ::; r ::; n - 2. Note that

(4.4) ao={2n+1){n-l) and
n{n - 1){2n - 3)(2n - 1)

al = -1
6

This implies that gcd a r is not divisible by 4. On the other hand, gcd a r is divisible by 2
if and only if (2(;~1») is odd for 0 ~ r :::; n - 2 which holds if and only if n + 1 is apower
of 2.

If p is an odd prime divisor of gcd a r then (4.4) implies that p divides 2n + 1 (in the
case p = 3 observe that if 3 divides (2n + l)(n - 1) then it also divides 2n + 1). Note that
Ur - ar-l can be written in the form

(4.5) (
2n ) (2n) (2n + 1) (2n + 1)

a r - a r-! = 2(r + 1) - 2r = 2r + 2 - 2r +1 .

Now assume that 2n + 1 = pkq with q prime to p. Then for r = (pk - 1)/2 we have
k k

a r - ar-1 1=- 0 mod p since (P~':1) - 0 mod p and (Pp kq ) 1=- 0 mod p. Hence p does not

divide gcd ar , provided q ~ 1 (for q = 1 the number r = (pk - 1)/2 does not satisfy the
condition r :::; n - 2). .

For 2n + 1 = pk we claim that gcda r is not divisible by p2. This is clear from (4.4) for
k = 1. For k ~ 2 it follows from a r - ar -1 1=- 0 mod p2 for r = {pk-l -1)/2 which in turn

follows from (P"!~+1) - 0 mod p2 and (p!~1) 1=- 0 mod p2.

On the other hand, p divides gcd a r for 2n+1 = pk, since p is a divisor of ao and a r - ar-l
k

for 0 :::; r ~ r - 2, which follows from (4.5) and (Pi) _ 0 mod p for all 0 < i < pk. This
finishes the proof of proposition (4.2). I

PROOF OF LEMMA 4.3: Consider the following general situtation. Let p: il n -+ Nn-8 be a
fibre bundle with fibre Hp2 and structure group G = Sp(3). Such a bundle is the pull-back
of the fibre bundle 7T": E = EG Xa Hp2 -+ BG via the classifying map f: N -+ BG of the
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assoeiated principal bundle. Then the tangent bundle T f.l is isomorphie to p*TN EB Tp,
where Tp is the tangent bundle along the fibres of p: N ----+ N. Hence

(4.6)
< sn(TN), [N] > =< p"'sn(TN) + 8 n (TF), [Ar] >

=< p,(Sn(TF )), [N] >=< f*(1q(Sn(r)), [N] >

Here p,: HnCNj Z) ----+ Hn-s(N; Z) (resp. 1r!: Hn(Ej Z) ----+ Hn-S(BG; Z)) is the Gysin map
(integration over the fibre) associated to p (resp. 1r) [Bo, eh. v, 6.14] and T is the tangent
bundle along the fibres of 1r: E ----+ BG.

To identify T we note that the isotropy subgroup of the G-aetion on Hp2 at the point
[0,0,1] E Hp2 is H = SP(2) x Sp(I). Henee we ean identify the fibre bundle

with the fibre bundle

(4.7)
Bi

Hp2 = GIH ----+ BH -----+ BG

indueed by the inclusion i: H ----+ G. Let 9 = ~ EB ~l. be the deeomposition of the Lie algebra
of G into the Lie algebra of H and an orthogonal subspaee (with respect to the Killing
form). The adjoint action of G on 9 restriets to an H-action on ~l.. The assoeiated veetor
bundle EH x H ~...L.. is isomorphie to r.

Before we ean ealeulate sn(T) we have to diseuss the eohomology of BG. We note that
the inelusions

j i
T 3 = SI X SI X SI ---+ H = Sp(2) x Sp(I) ---+ G = Sp(3)

induce monomorphisms of the integral eohomology of the eorresponding classifying spaees
(here j is the standard inclusion of a maximal torus whieh maps (ZI, Z2, Z3) E T 3 to the
diagonal matrix with these entries). Hence we ean identify H*(BGj Z) (resp. H*(BHj Z))
with its image in H*(BT3

j Z) = Z[Xl' X2, X3] (Xi are elements of degree 2), which eonsists
of the subring of polynomials invariant under the Weyl group of G (resp. H). Henee

H* (BGo Z) = Z[x2 x2 x2 ]E s
, l' 2' 3 and

where the symmetrie group ~3 acts on Z[xi, x~, x~] by permuting the generators and E 2

is the subgroup of E3 fixing x~.

To ealeulate sn(T) = sn(EH X H ~...L..) we deseribe the representation ~..L more explieitely
as H2 with (a, b) E H = Sp(2) X SpeI) mapping a point x E H2 to axb (here b E H is
the quaternionie eonjugate of b E H and the multiplication is the matrix produet). In
partieular,

(4.8)
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where H i is the 1-dimensional complex representation of T 3 with (Zll Z2, Z3) E T 3 acting
by multiplication by Zi. Hence the pull-back of r to BT3 is a surn of cornplex line bundles
and it follows from (4.1) and (4.8) that

(4.9) sn(r) = (Xl - X3)2n + (Xl + X3)2n + (X2 - X3)2n + (X2 + X3)2n.

For the calculation of 7T! we observe that H*(BH; Z) is a free module over H*(BG; Z)
with basis {I, x5, x~} (this follows e.g. from the Leray-Hirsch theorem applied to the fibre
bundle (4.7». Hence each s E H*(BHjZ) can be written uniquely in the form s = So +
51X~ + S2X~ with Si E H*(BG; Z). It follows from the Serre spectral sequence description
of 7T! [B0, eh. V, 6.14] that 7T! ( s) = 52. Using this we can calculate 7T! ( 5 n ( r» for small
n, hut it soon becomes very tedious to express Sn ( T) as a linear combination of the basis
elements. In this situation the following commutative diagram is useful:

(4.10)

Z[xi, x~, x~]E]

x~x1
A

Z[x~, x~, x~] Z[x~, x~, x~]

Here w = A(x~ x~) and A is the anti-symmetrization map which sends a polynomial p
to 2: sign(a) a(p), where the surn extends over all a E E3 and sign(a) is the sign of
the permutation a. To prove the commutativity of the diagrarn we note that all maps are
module maps over Z[x~, x~, x5]E3 • Hence it suffices to check commutativity on the elements
of the basis {I, x5, x~} which is a short calculation. .

Now we calculate 7T!(5 n(r» or rather Bk"'(7T!(Sn(r»), where k: Sp(l) x SpeI) -4 Sp(3) is
the embedding whieh sends (hI, h2 ) to the diagonal matrix with entries h l , h2 , 1 in Sp(3).
For this we compute p(A(x~5 n ( r») where pis the projection from Z[xi l x~, xi] to Z[xi, x~].

p(A(xi Sn(r»)

= p( L: sign(a) X;(I)[(XU(I) - X U (3»2n + (Xu(l) + X U (3»2n])

aEE3

= 2xin+2 + X~[(X2 - XI)2n + (X2 + XI)2n] - 2x~n+2 - Xi[(XI - X2)2n + (Xl + X2)2n]

_ 2( 2 _ 2)(~ 2i 2(n-i) _ ~ (2n) 2i 2(n-i»
- Xl X 2 ~ Xl X 2 L.,' Xl X 2

i=O i=O 2z

2 2( 2 2) nL:-
2

( (2n) 2i 2(n-i-2)= 2x1 X 2 xl - X 2 1 - ( . ) X 1 X 2
. 2 t + 1
1=0

\;Vith regard to the first equality we note that the terms Xi(X2 ± X3)2n are in the kernel
of A since they are symmetrie with respeet to interehanging X2 and X3. Sinee p(w) =
xix~(xi - x~) the above caleulation and the eomrnutative diagrarn (4.10) imply together
with (p(w)x )Bk'" = p(wx )

n-2 ( )'" 2n 2i 2(n-i-2)
Bk (7q(Sn(r))) = ~ 2(1- 2(i + 1) )x1 x2 .
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Now the statement of the lemma follows from (4.6), since the classifying map of Er is the
inclusion of Hpr X Hpn-r-2 into Hpoo X Hpoo = B(Sp(l) X Sp(l)) composed with Bk and

xi ix;(n-i-2) evaluated on the fundamental dass [Hpr x Hpn-r-2] is one for i = r and zero
otherwise. I

§5. TOTAL SPACES OF Hp2_BUNDLES AT THE PRIME 2

In this section we outline the proof that ell.(X) ~ Z(2) is a homology theory using a
splitting result (proposition 5.1) we prove in the next section. The strategy is to produce
a 2-local spectrum el and a natural isom,orphism ell.(X) ® Z(2) --+ '1r.(el 1\ X+). We
will actually show that the spectrum el is homotopy equivalent to the wedge V2;8k ko of
suspensions of the connective real K -theory spectrum (corollary 5.2). Unfortunately we
are unable to describe directly a map from M Spin to V2;8k ko which factors through the
connective elliptic homology inducing an isomorphism. The difficulties are related to the
fact that el and VE8k ko are not homotopy equivalent as ring spectra (cf. remark (iii) of
the introduction). iFrom now on all spectra and abelian groups are localized at the prime
2. In particular, we write ell.(X) instead of ell.(X) ® Z(2)'

To construct el recall from (3.8) that ell.(X) fits ioto the exact sequence

As in [Stl, §3] the reduced transfer map \j; cau be identified via the Pontrjagin-Thom
construction with

Here T is the restrietion of the map T: M Spin/\E8 BG+ --+ MSpin of [Stl, §3] to M SpinA
E 8 BG.

Since elln(X) is the cokernel of the transfer map the cofibre spectrum of T seems to be
a good candidate for the spectrum representing ell.(X). But this is not the case since the
map (f 1\ 1). is not injective. To overcome this difficulty we split M Spin 1\ ES BG in an

appropriate way.

PROPOSITION 5.1.

(1) The Sf'ectrum M Spinl\~8BG splits as A V B such that l1A induces a monomorphism

and 71B induces the trivial map in Z/2-homology.

71AvS
(2) There is a map S: V~Sk ko --+ M Spin such that A V VE8k ko ~ M Spin is a

homotopyequivalence.

Now we define the spectrum el as the cofibre spectrum of l1A and denote the projection
from MSpin to el by '1r. Part (2) implies
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S '11'"

COROLLARY 5.2. The composition VE8k ko -t MSpin -+ el is a homotopy equivalence.

( 1r1\1).
In particular, the map 7r ... (MSpin /\ X+) I 7r ... (el /\ X+) is surjeetive for all X.

The relation between the homology theory eorresponding to el and the funetor ell ... (X) is
described by the following diagrarn with exact rows:

7r ... (A /\ X+)
(Tjo4l\l).

7r ... (MSpin /\ X+)
('11'"1\1).

7r ... (el/\ X+)J I I 0

1 11 1
7r ... (MSpin /\ E8 BG /\ x+)

(rAI).
7r ... (MSpin /\ X+) eil ... (X)• I 0

The vertieal map on the right is surjective due to the surjectivity of (7r /\ 1) ... , which is
a consequence of (5.2). The next proposition and a diagrarn chase imply that it is also
injective, which proves part (1) of theorem A.

PROPOSITION 5.3. Tbe composition oE T and 7r is bomotopic to zero.

The rest of §5 is devoted to the proof of this proposition. The idea is to compare
p: M Spin ---+ el to a map B: M Spin ---+ KO[q] which is a homotopy theoretic version of
the Ochanine genus. Here KO[q] is the product of countably many copies KOi indexed by
the non~negative integers. We think of an element of 7r ... (KO[q]) as a formal power senes
of q with coefficients in 7r ... (KO) = !(O... (pt) which motivates our notation. To construet B
consider the projeetion map,: BSpin -+ BO as an element of KO(BSpin) and define Bi =
1>(8 i ( -,)) E KOO(MSpin), where ~: !(O"'(BSpin) ---+ KO"'(MSpin) is the KO-theory
Thom isomorphism. Let B: MSpin -+ j(O[q] be the map with components Bi: MSpin -+

!(Oi.

LEMMA 5.4. The induced map n~pin "-I 7r... (MSpin) ~ 7r.(KO[q)) = KO.(pi) is tbe
Ocbanine genus ß.

PROOF: Let Mn be a spin manifold. Recall that the Pontrjagin-Thom isomorphism maps
the bordism dass [M] E n~pin to the element of 7rn (MSpin) represented by the composi-

T Me
tion sn --+ M(-TM) --+- MSpin. Here M(-TM) is the Thom spectrum of the inverse
of the tangent bundle, Me is the map of Thom spectra induced by the dassifying map
M -+ BSpin of -TM, and T is the Thom (collapsing) map. Henee, using naturality of
ei and naturality of the Thom isomorphism we get

To identify this with ßi(M) = 7r!M (ei(TM)) reeall that the Gysin map 7r! associated to a
fihre bundle 7r: E ---+ B with fihre a manifold pn is the composition

(5.5)
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Here T is the tangent bundle along the fibres which is assumed to be a spin bundle,
<I> is the Thom isomorphism, and T( 7r) is the Thom map associated to 7r. Interpreting
T: sn ----? M( -TM) as the Thom map T( 7r M ) associated to the fibre bundle 7r M : M ----? pt
we conclude

which proves the lemma.•

We recall that the multiplicativity of the Ochanine genus ß for certain fibre bundles
(proposition 2.7) implies that the subgroup Tn(pt) of n~pin (consisting of total spaces of
Hp2-bundles) is in the kernel of the Ochanine genus. Homotopy theoretically, Tn(pt) is
the image of the reduced transfer maI:..T: M S pin 1\ ES B G ----+ M Spin on homotopy groups.
This implies that the composition of T aod B is trivial on homotopy groups. In fact, more
is true:

T B
LEMMA 5.6. The composition MSpin 1\ ES BG ---4 MSpin -+ j{O[q] is zero homotopic.

PROOF: By construction [StI, §3], the transfer map T is the composition

(5.7)
idAt J.4

T: MSpin 1\ ES BG+~ MSpin 1\ MSpin ---+ MSpin,

where J-l is the multiplication of the ring spectrum MSpin, and t is the map

1t

Here T(7r) is the Thom map associated to the fibre bundle Hp2 ----+ EG x G Hp2 -+ BG, 7

is the tangent bundle along the fibres and Me is the map of Thom spectra induced by the
classifying map of -7.

We consider first the composition of t and Bi. By naturality of Si, naturality of the
Thom isomorphism and the construction of 7r! (see 5.5) we get:

By (2.9) 7r!(Si(r)) is in the image of KO-S(pt) ----+ KO-S(BG+), i.e. the restriction of
Bi t: ES BG+ ----+ KO to ES BG is trivial.

Note that this implies that B T, the restrietion of B T to M Spin 1\ ESBG, is trivial using
the following fact.•

LEMMA 5.8. There is a multiplication map fL: KO[q] 1\ KO[q] -+ KO[q] such that
B: MSpin ----? KO[q] is a ring spectrum map.

PROOF: The multiplication J.L on KO[q] = fL>o KOi is given by 'multiplication of power
series' . Its K 0 s-component is the composition-of the projection map
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where the first map is the projection map and the second map restricted to the summand
KO i 1\ KOj is the trivial map for i +j =f. 8 and is the multiplication of KO (induced by
the tensor product of vector bundles) for i + j = s.

After applying the Thom isomorphism (making use of its multiplicative properties) the
proof that B = cI»(0 q ( -,)) is a ring spectrum map follows from the following facts:

(1) The multiplication on MSpin is induced by the Whitney SUffi.

(2) The multiplication on KO[q] is induced by the tensor product.
(3) Bq is exponential (cf. (2.5))

This proves lemma 5. S. I

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5.3: To show that the composition

T 1'1'

g: MSpin 1\ r;s BQ ~ MSpin -+ el

is trivial we recall that el is homotopy equivalent to V~ak ko by (5.2) and note that
the natural map V~ak ko ----+ Ok>O ~Skko is a homotopy equivalence since it induces an

isomorphism in homotopy. Hen~ 9 is equivalent to a sequence of maps gk: MSpin 1\
ES BQ ----+ ~Sk ko.

We note that r;Sk ko is homotopy equivalent to ko<Sk>, the (Sk - 1)-connected cover
of !{O and hence by [St 2, Theorem 5.2] gk is homotopic to zero if and only if it induces
zero in Z/2-homology (which is cleax by construction of el) and the composition with the
projection PSI. from ~anko = ko<Sk> to KO is zero-homotopic. We know from lemma 5.3
that the composition B T is trivial. In particular, B factors through a map B: el ----+ KO[q],
and the composition

9 B
M Spin 1\ ~sBQ ----+ el ----+ KOiq)

is trivial. Let 1f: el ----+ KO be the i-th component of B (recall that KO[qE = ni~O KOd,

let Bk be the restrietion of B to the summand 1;Sk ko of el = VESkko and let B~ be the

restrietion of Bi to ESk ko.

CLAIM: B~ is trivial for k > i and B: is the projection map PSk: E8k ko = ko<Sk>-+ 1(0.
Assuming the claim and assuming inductively that gk is trivial for k < i it follows that

-i '"""' -i k '"""' -i k io= B 9 = L Bk 9 = L.t Bk 9 = Pak 9
O~k O~k~i

is trivial. This implies that gi is trivial and proves proposition 5.3.
To prove the claim we note that if we identify el with VES k k 0 via (5.2) then Bk corre

sponds to the composition

Recall that SIEBII: ko is the ko--extension of sk: Sak ----+ M Spin (regarding M Spin as homol

ogy ko--module spectrum via s: ko ----+ M Spin). It follows that Bk is the ko-extension
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of S8k ~ MSpin ~ KO[q] (regarding MSpin as homology ko-module spectrum via
lJ B S '

ko -t MSpin ~ KO[q]). Recall that Sk E 1r8k(MSpin) rv !ls:ln is the k-th power of the
bordism dass of Hp2 and hence

_' "I: Bi
by (5.4) and (3.6). This implies that B~, the ko-extension of S8k --+ MSpin --? KO,

is trivial for k > i and that B: is the ko-extension of Jlk: SSk -t KO, which agrees with
" B

O

PSk: 'ESkko = ko<.8k>-t liO by Bott-periodicity (note that ko -t MSpin ---+ I{O is the
canonical projection map po). I

§6. A SPLITTING OF MSpin

This section is devoted to the proof of the splitting result (5.1). The strategy of the
proof is to show first that the statement of the proposi tion holds on the level of homology
groups. Then we use a result of [St2] to show that the splitting of H.MSpin A 'Es BG as a
comodule over the.-.dual Steenrod algebra can be realized geometrically. The study of the
maps induced by T and S in homology is made a lot easier by the fact that the spectra
involved are 'homology ko-module spectra' which implies that their homology groups have
a nice structure (they are extended A(l ).-comodules).

For the convenience of the reader we begin by recalling the definitions of ring spectra
and (homology) module spectra (cf. [Sw, (13.50) and (13.51)], (St2]). Then we construct
the map S and state the result concerni~g the homology of homology ko-module spectra
before calculating the maps induced by T and S.

A ring -'pectrum is a spectrum E with a 'product' /1: E A E -t E and and a 'unit'
i: So -t E such that the diagrarns expressing the associativity of Jl resp. that i is a unit
for p. are commutative up to homotopy. A map f: E -t E' between two ring spectra is a
ring spectrum map if the appropriate diagrams comparing the multiplication and the unit
in E with those in E' are homotopy commutative.

For example, the Whitney surn of vector bundles induces a rnultiplication M Spin A
MSpin -t AfSpin which makes MSpin a ring spectrurn (the unit is given by the indusion
of the bottom cell). Similarly, the tensor product of vector bundles induces a product
koAko -t ko which makes ko a ring spectrum (again, the unit is given by the inclusion of the
bottom cell). The KO-theory Thom dass for spin bundles gjves a map D: MSpin -t ko.
The multiplicativity of the Thom dass implies that Dis a ring spectrum map. As shown in
[St 2] a ring spectrum map ko -t MSpin doesn't exist, but there is a map s: ko -t MSpin
which is a right inverse to D and induces an algebra map in homology.

An E-module spectrum is a spectrum F with an action map a: E A F -t F such
that appropriate diagrams are commutative up to homotopy. These diagrarns encode the
associativity of the action and the fact that the unit acts trivially. A E-module spectrum
map is a map f: F ---+ F ' between E-module spectra such that the diagram comparing
the E-action on F with the action on F' is homotopy commutative. The simplest kind of
E-module spectrum is of the form E A X where X is some spectrum and the E-action is
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given by the multiplication in E. If f: X -+ Fis a map from a spectrum X to a E-module
spectrum F we can form the eomposition

... 11\/ 0

f: E 1\ X ------+ E 1\ F ----+ F

which is an E-module map we call the E-extension of f.
For example, the transfer map T: M Spin 1\ 'Es BG+ -+ M Spin is (by definition) the

MSpin-extension of a map t: 'Es BG+ -+ MSpin (cf. (5.7) and [Stl, §4]). In particular, T
is an MSpin-module map. The corresponding statement holds when we remove the base
point from BG+ and replace T (resp. t) by their restrietions T (resp. i).

As in [St2] we generalize the notion of E-module spectra and E-module map by replae
ing 'homotopy commutative' by 'commutative in homology'. Such spectra (resp. maps)
we call homology E-module spectra (resp. homology E-module maps). We note that we
cau regard every MSpin-module spectrum a.s a homology ko-module spectrum via the
map s: ko -+ MSpin which l~ks like a ring spectrum map in homology. Moreover, every
MSpin-module map such a.s T ean be considered as a homology ko-module map.

Now we construct the map S. For k 2:: 0 let Bk: SSk -+ MSpin be the map corresponding
to the bordism dass of the k-th power of HP2. Let S be the ko-extension of the map
VSI;: SBI; -+ M Spin. More explicitely, S is the composition

(6.1)
61\V6k PVEBI; ko = ko 1\ ( Y k 2:: OSBI;) I M Spin 1\ M Spin ----+ M Spin,

where Jl is the multiplication map of the ring 'spectrum M Spin.
Recall that the homology of a spectrum X is a (left) comodule over the dual Steenrod

algebra A*, i.e. there is a homomorphism 1/;: H ... X -+ A.0H... X satisfying a 'coassociativity'
condition. The Hopf algebra A* cau be described explicitely as the polynomial algebra
Z/2[(1, (2",,] with generators (i of degree 2i -1 (the (/s are the conjugates of the usual
generators (j). The eoproduet is given by the formula

(6.2)

(cf. [Ra, Thm. 3.1.1]).
It turns out that the homology of ko as A.-comodule is dosely related to the Hopf algebra

A(l). = A*/((t, (i, (3, (4,"') (A(l)* is the Hopf algebra dual to the subalgebra A(l) of
A generated by Sq1 and Sq2). Note that we cau view A. a.s a (right) A(l).-comodule
by composing the coproduct (6.2) with the projection map on A(l)•. Let M be a (left)
A(1 )*-comodule. Recall that the cotensor product A*DA(l). N is defined by the exact
sequence

t/J01-10t/J
o-+ A ... DA(l).M -+ A ... ® M I A* ® A(l)", @ M,

where t/J denotes the A(l).-comodule structure maps for both, A. and M. We note that the
(left) A.-comodule structure on A... ® M induces a A*-comodule structure on A.DA(l). M.
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Such A*-comodules are refered to as 'extended' A(l)*~comodules. The homology of ko is
an example of such a comodule: H .. ko r'V A .. DA(1).Z/2 (cf. [Ra, p. 76]). It turns out that
the homology of every homology ko-module spectrum Y is an extended A(l)*-module.
More precisely, the map on homology induced by the action map koA Y --+ Y makes H*Y
a module over H.. ko. Let 7[: H*Y --+ H..Y be the projection onto the indecomposables of
this m~dule. Note that H*Y is an A(l) .. -comodule since the augmentation ideal of H*ko
is an A(l ).. --comodule.

PROPOSITION 6.3 [8t 2, §2]. FOT a homology ko-module spectrum Y the composition

is an A*-comodule isomorpbism onto A*DA(l).H.. Y.

As remarked above, an MSpin-module spectrum Y can be considered as a homology
ko-module spectrum via the map s: ko --+ M Spin. Then the above definition of the
A(l)*-comodule H ..Y agrees with the definition of H ..Y for the MSpin-module spectrum
Y in [8t 1, §6] as explained in [8t 2, §2].

Note that a homology ko-module map f: Y --+ Z induces a A(l)*-comodule map

It is clear that the definition of the isomorphism «Py is functorial, and hence we can identify
the induced map f*: H.Y ----+ H .. Z with the 'extended' homomorphism

The following proposition is then the analogue of (5.1) on homology level.

PROPOSITION 6.4. Tbe A(l)*-comodule H.MSpin A LßBG can be decomposed in tbe
form A EB B such tbat

---;;;;::;;-

is an isomorphism and T. 1B is trivial.

Trus result implies proposition 5.1 since the splitting H.MSpin A ES BG = A EB B is
induced by a splitting of MSpinA ES BG as homology ko-module spectrum by [8t2, Prop.
8.11].

PROOF OF (6.4): To make the structure of the proof transparent we subdivide it into
a sequence of claims and their proofs which together imply proposition 6.4. Recall that
H ..MSpin is a polynomial algebra with a generator Yn in each degree n 2: 8, n f=. 21 ± 1
[8t1, (9.2)].
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CLAIM 1. im(S.) = Z/2[ya] C H.MSpin

By construction, S is of the fonn S = VkSk, where Sk: ko 1\ SSk --+ M Spin is the
ko-extension of Sk: Sak -+ MSpin. By Lemma 2.9 of [St2] the homomorphism

(Sk).: H.SSk = H.ko 1\ SSk --+ H.MSpin

agrees with
(~k). p

H.SSk~ H.MSpin --+ H.MSpin

where p is the projection on the H.ko-indecomposables. Hence (Sk). maps the generator
of H.(Sak) to (p(x))k, where x E Ha(MSpin) is the image of [HP2] E n:pin(MSpin) ~
'Trs(MSpin) under the Hurewicz map. Note that x is non-trivial since Hp2 has non-zero
~od 2 characteristic numbers (e.g. the fiod 2 Euler characteristic).

Recall from proposition 6.3 that

(6.5)
,p l®p

H.(MSpin) ----+ A. 0 H.(MSpin) ----4 A. '9 H.MSpin

is a monomorphism with image A.DA(l). H.MSpin. Under this composition the element
x maps to 1 ~ p(x) since x is in the image of the Hurewicz map and hence 1/;(x) = 1 ® x.
It follows that p(x) is non-zero and thus p{x) = Ys, the only non-trivial element in degree
8. We conclude that the image of S. is the subalgebra Z/2[ys].

CLAIM 2. H.MSpin is spanned by im(S.) and im(T.).

Recall that T: M Spinl\EsBG_---+ M Spin is the M Spin-extension of t: ES BG -+ M Spin.

It follows that the image of T. is the ideal in H.MSpin generated by the image of
i.. p

H.EsBG~ H.MSpin --+ H.MSpin. According to [StI, (8.8)] the homomorphism

is onto in positive degrees, where the unlabeled map is the projection on the indecompos
ables of the algebra H.MSpin. Hence, if we replace BG+ by BG and t by its restriction i
,the corresponding homomorphism is surjective in degrees > 8. It follows that H.MSpin

is spanned (as a vector space) by the images of S. and T•.

CLAIM 3. The intersection ofim(S.) and im(T.) is trivial.

The idea of the proof is to find a ko-module map W: MSpin -+ !( such that W. maps

im(T.) trivially and im(S.) injectively.
Let W n E H n MO be the element corresponding to the n-th Stiefel-Whitney dass under

the Thom isomorphism. Consider W n as a map W n : MO --+ E n H inta the n-th suspension
of the Z/2-Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum H. Define

W = II W n : MO ----.. ]( = IIEn H
n
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where n runs through the non-negative integers. Note that the Cartan formula for the
Stiefel-Whitney classes imples that w is a ring spectrum map if we equip K with the
'power series multiplication' (cf. (5.9)). In particular, we can regard K as a ko-module

L SB W

spectrum via the ring spectrum map ko -+ H ---+ MO --+ K, where t corresponds to the
non-zero class of HOko and SH is the ring spectrum map from proposition 6.1 in [St2].

6 pr W

This composition agrees with ko -+ M Spin ---4 MO --+ K by [St2, Prop. 6.7] and hence
pr W

the composition W: MSpin ---4 MO --+ K is a homology ko-module map. The element
W.(x k ) of H 8k (K) is non-trivial, since the Euler characteristic of (HP2)k is odd. Hence
W",(yg) is non-zero and W", maps im(S.) = Z/2[Y8] injectively.

It remains to be shown that im(T.) is in the kernel of W",. Consider the commutative
diagram

M Spin /\ E8Be
T

l MSpin

prAll lpr

MO 1\ E8BG
T' W

MO IK

where T' is the MO-extension of ESBe ~ MSpin !.: MO. Identifying 7r",(MO) with the
unoriented bordism ring SJI. the image of the induced map T~: 7r n (MO 1\ BG) -+ 7rn (MO)
consists of the bordism classes represented by total spaces of Hp2-bundles over manifolds
which represent zero in SJIn - S • In particwar, the mod 2 Ewer characteristic of such a
bordism class [M] is zero. It follows that [M] is in the kernel of w.: 7r n (MO) -+ 7rn (K)
since the mod 2 Ewer characteristic is wn(M) evaluated on the fundamental dass of M.
Thus the composition w T' induces the zero homomorphism on homotopy. We note that
this composition is an MO- and hence H-module map. The following lemma then implies
that w T' and heuce W T is zero homotopic which proves claim 3.

LEMMA 6.6. Let X and Y be H -module spectra and let f: X -+ Y be an H -module map.
Assume that f induces tbe trivial map in homotopy. Then f is zero homotopic.

We prove trus lemma at the end of the section, after proving the following claim which
finishes the proof of proposition 6.4.

-;;::::;-

CLAIM 4. H",MSpin 1\ ESBG can be decomposed in the form A EB B such that T"'IA is a

monomorphism and T", IBis trivial.

It suffices to show that T", is a split surjection on its image (take A to be the image of a
-;;::::-

split and take B = kerT. ). The proof of this fact is parallel to the proof of proposition 8.5 in

[StIl. By lemma 8.6 of that paper it suffices to show that T",: H",MSpin /\ ESBe -+ im(T)
induces a surjection in Qo-homology (Qo = Sql acts on an A(l )",-comodule M as a
differential and the corresponding homology groups are denoted H.(Mj Qo)). Moreover,
it follows from results proved there that
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is onto in degrees > 8. Here the first map is induced by pr i and the second map is the
projection on the indecomposables of the algebra H. (H. M Spin; Q0), which is a polynomial
algebra with generators of degree 4n ~ 8 [Stl, Lemma 9.4]. Thus it follows that we can
choose these generators Z4n to be in the image of pr i except for Zs. Hence the image of

(6.7) T.: H.(H.MSpin /\ ESBGj Qo) --+ H.. (H.. MSpin; Qo)

is the ideal generated by Z4n, 4n > 8. On the other hand, the direct SUffi decomposi

tion of A(1).-comodules H .. MSpin = im(T.) EB Z/2[ys] induces a corresponding decom
position of H,..(H,..MSpinj Qo). Comparision implies that the image of (6.7) is equal to

H.(im(T.); Qo). I
PROOF OF 6.6: Let X be an H-module spectrum. Then H,..X is a module over H,..H and
abusing notation we denote by pr: H,..X --+ H,..X the projection on the indecomposables.

t/J 10pr __
The composition H.X ---t A,.. f2;)H.. X~ A. f2;)H.X is an isomorphism of A.-comodules
(cf. proposition 6.7 in [StIl). In particular, H.X is a free A.-comodule, hence X is a
(generalized) Z/2-Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum and the Hurewicz homomorphism map
s 7t".(X) isomorphically onto the primitives P(H.X) C H,..X. On the other hand the
above isomorphism shows that P(H.X) maps isomorphieally onto H.X under pr. Finally,
the functoriality of these isomorphisms implies that the induced map f. on homology is
determined by the induced map on homotopy. I

§7. n;~in(X) f2;)n;Pin ell.[h- 1] 15 NOT A HOMOLOGY THEORY

In this section we show that the natural transformatio'n

(7.1)

induced by the Cartesian product of manifolds (cf. 1.3) is not injective for suitable X (it
is always surjective). This implies in particular that the left hand side is not a homology
theory since a natural transforlnation between homology theories which is an isomorphism
for X = pt is an isomorphism for all X. In this section we localize again all Z-modules
and speetra at the prime 2.

To show that (7.1) is not injective we find (for a suitable X) an element [M, f] E
~s .n.PIn(X) such that

(a) [M, f] ® 1 is a non-trivial element of n;pin(X) CSln;pin ell.[h-1 ].

(b) [M, f] ® 1 maps to zero under (7.1)

We choose X to be a finite CW-complex such that li.{X; Z/2) as A(1).-comodule is
isomorphie to ErA(1). for some r (such aspace exists [DM]). Regarding X /\ M Spin as
an MSpin-module spectrum proposition 6.3 gives an A.-comodule isomorphism

(7.2) H.{X /\ MSpin) ~ A.DA(l). (H.(X) ® N),

where the quotient N = H.{MSpin) of H.{MSpin) is a polynomial algebra with a gen
erator Yn of degree n for each n ~ 8, n f=. 2i ± 1. Note that with our choice of X the
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A(l).-comodule H.(X) 0 N is free and hence X /\ MSpin is a (generalized) Eilenberg
MacLane spectrum. In particular, the Hurewicz homomorphismmaps n;pin(X) ~ 7r.(X /\.
MSpin) isomorphically onto the primitive elements P(H.(X /\. MSpin)). Another eonse
quence of (7.2) is the isomorphism

P(H.(X /\. MSpin)) rv P(H.(X) ~ H.(MSpin)) ~ P(H.(X) ~ N),

whieh is giyen by the restriction of 107r, W here 7r is the the projection map from H. (M Spin )
to N. Let

h: 7r.(X /\. MSpin) ~ P(H.(X) fl) N)

be the composition of the Hurewicz map and the isomorphism above. We surn up the
discussion by saying that h is an isomorphism for our choice of X.

To study P(ii.(X)fl)N) we note that the image of the diagonal map t/;: N -+ A(l). 0N,
whieh is injective, is P(A(l). fl) N). Hence it gives an isomorphism

~ -
~rN ~ p(~rA(l). 0 N) f"V P(H.(X) 0 N).

~

Let [M,fJ E n;~;~(X) ~ 7rr +ll (X /\. MSpin) be the element with h([M,f)) = 1f;(a r Yll) E
N.

Then [M, fJ 01 is in the kernel of the natural transformation (7.1) sinee by part (1) of
theorem A and corollary 5.2

eil.(X) rv 7r.(el /\. X) :::: 7r.(V ~81; ko /\. X) :::: 7r. (V k2: 0 ~8k+rH)

whieh is zero in degree r +11. The last isomorphism follows from the fact that H.ko/\.X ~

A.OA(I). H.X :::: ~rA. which implies that ko /\. X is homotopy equivalent to the r-th
suspension of the Z/2-Eilenberg-MaeLane speetrum H.

This proves (b) above. To prove (a) we have to show that for all k ~ 0 [M, f] x [Hp2Jk
is not in the image of the multiplieation map

n;pin(x) 0 T.(pt) -t n;pin(x).

To prove this we translate into stable homotopy theory and consider the following diagram: .

7r.(X /\. MSpin) fl) 7r.(MSpin /\. E8BG)

I@T·1
x

7r.(X /\. MSpin) 0 7r ... (MSpin) I 7r.(X /\ MSpin)

h@hl Ih
P(H.(X) 0 N) 0 P(N)

m01
I P(H.(X) <9 N)

",-1@11 1",-1
m

~rN0P(N) ~rN

p@"Pl 1p

m
~r(NISS) 0 (P(N)/SS n P(N)) ~r(N/~)
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Here x is the obvious multiplication map, h is the Hurewicz homomorphism followed by
the projection from P(H.(MSpin)) to P(N) and m is the multiplication in N. ~ is the
ideal in N = ZJ2[Ynln 2:: 8, n :I 2i ± 1) generated by Y;l and Yn for 1= 8,11. m is the map
induced by m, p is the projection and 11 its restrietion to P(N).

By [GP, Theorem 3.2) p(N)/C;Snp(N) ~ Z/2[ys) and hence it follows froms claims 1 and
3 in the proof of proposition 6.4 that phT. is trivial. This shows that [M, f) X [HP2)k is not
in the image of the multiplication map (7.2) since p1J'-l h([M, /] x [HP2]k) = (Tr yu y: :I O. I
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